
Hershey Wier, the Anewist, asks:

“When You Awake In The Morning…Do You

Remember Your Dreams -- The Really Fun

Ones, The Dreams That Made You Happiest --

The Dreams You Wish You Could Dream

Again?”

Wouldn’t you like to take that joy, that spirit, that smile into the

daylight everyday of your life?

If you could capture that ocean of energy and confidence, that

feeling of self-worth and contentment…wouldn’t you?

In every one of us there’s an “old” you.  It’s the young, indefatigably

thrilled and happy you.

Dear Friends,

Life can be full of frustrations and disappointments.  Expectations are

not met; plans are cancelled, and your life and happiness are again

postponed.

It’s not easy, if it ever was, to live a well-balanced, fully realized life

when job-requirements, financial responsibilities, technology, significant



others, children and 78 million other distractions and annoyances crowd your

day and stalk your nights.

Well, friends, I’m going to give you your life “anew.”  Breathe.  And

smile again.

My name is Hershey Wier.  I’ve changed lives all over the world as the

Director of the ANEWIST Business and Career Services.  For 20 years I’ve

educated, consulted, spoke and written about how to reclaim your life.

And you and I will do just that – take steps to reclaim your life and

turn it into the oasis of comfort and satisfaction it was meant to be.

There are no quick fixes though; no snap of the fingers, no pill to

swallow, drink to drink or secret incantation to utter to get you back in

shape.  We’ve got work to do, you and I.  And if I choose to work with you,

you must promise to put forth the effort and dedication required.

This is your life.  If you want my help getting it under control and on-

course, you’re going to do most of the work.  I’m telling you this right up

front.  But I promise to make the journey we embark on, the road we travel,

an enjoyable, gratifying and profitable one.

And together we’ll stride forward, one step after another, to a life

anew.

It really is easier than you think, once you put your mind to it,

and follow my council.

I know what it’s like to feel lost and adrift, unhappy and unfulfilled, as

if life is passing you by and all you can do is sit in a chair and watch.



The reasons for your discontent, lack of direction, stress and even

bitterness can be many:

• You quit a good job, were fired, or took the wrong job, and now

– you think you’re stuck.

• You’re feeling unfulfilled with your work and looking for a

change.

• You had to relocate – move to another city, or country, and

now you’re feeling helpless and lost.

• You have a new life-partner…and it hasn’t been easy.

• Your children are gone; you’re left with an empty nest and

bouts of dark thoughts.

• Your finances are a dire and unexpected concern – blinding you

to the needs of loved ones.

• You gave up or were thwarted from reaching your goal and now

you feel useless, envious, jealous.

• You have a great friend, but now you feel betrayed.

• You’re suffering from a prolonged illness or physical impairment

and you’re losing all hope for a normal future and life.

Yet, you still remember the dreams you once had…and you long for

those dreams to come true.

You Want To Be Appreciated Again!

You Want To Feel Secure And Attractive – And Sexy Again!

You Want To Be Happy, Healthy, Comfortable And

Fulfilled!



If you truly want to stop living a life of misery,

frustration and disappointment…if you’re finally

ready to focus on saving yourself, healing yourself,

motivating yourself, you can…

• Learn powerful techniques that allow you to zero-in on

what’s really holding you back (not what you think is

holding you back – and it’s often something you never

suspect.)

• Learn how to easily handle a career transition the same

way you’d kick off an old pair of shoes and slip on new

ones.

• Learn how to be a magnet that attracts positive energy

and people, and repels negative thoughts and impulses.

• Find the confidence and strength to face any challenge

and shape your destiny.

•  Learn how to control you mind, your thoughts and

desires and not let your fears and phobias control you.

• Learn how to turn on the enthusiasm and get excited

again about work, play and love.



• Enjoy again the little pleasures in life, and stimulate your

tired and jaded senses – legally.

• Learn an amazing and yet simple technique to sharpen

your focus, improve your concentration and develop your

inner strength.

• Learn how to quickly and efficiently overcome any

obstacle blocking your path to achieving your personal

and professional goals.

• Find “the antidote” to feeling confused and lost.

• Learn why your attention wanders, why you can’t

complete your projects -- and why every mountain seems

too high to climb.

•  Learn how to be honest with yourself so you can adjust

bad and self-defeating habits.

• Discover a proven way to remove the stress that

threatens your well-being.

• Discover a remarkable and easy technique to tune out all

the noise around you that distracts and drives you off-

course.

• Discover long suppressed and forgotten talents – and

bring them to the surface – and feel alive and complete.



• Discover your true beat, your personal rhythm – start

dancing – and stop marching to someone else’s music.

• Learn how to find the solutions, recognize your options,

and see the possibilities – instead of becoming

comfortable with failure.

• Learn how to keep up the momentum once your dreams

and your life are one and the same.

  During our time together I will offer you a variety of techniques as

options.  And that’s important to understand – I always offer you options,

alternatives – choices.  Never do I demand, insist or coach you by dictate.

We do it your way.

I coach you by tapping into your inner-self, your true you, utilizing

your energy force and natural rhythms to find the path of least resistance,

so that you can comfortably reach the goals you set for yourself.

I also offer you something else…

Actions.  Because doing is believing.  During our time together I will

suggest actions that you can take during the day – simple, everyday actions

– nothing tortuous.  (I promise I won’t ask you to hold your breath, stand on

one foot and hold a boiling pot of water in the middle of an intersection while

wearing your pajamas.)

It’ll be more like dusting off the piano and tickling the ivory again, or

taking that model airplane out of the closet and flying it again, or merely

placing a certain basket in your bathroom.



Some suggested actions might very well be actions you do already –

but not correctly – not with the right frame of mind or at right time of day.

And most importantly – we talk to each other!

As your coach I’m always available to listen, and to learn – from you.

I need and always ask for your feedback.

“Hershey…thank you so much for the insights.  You are a great coach and you

are doing amazingly wonderful things.”

--Colli K. Christante, Media Producer, Aldergrove, BC, Canada

“A spa for your soul!  Hershey’s class was well constructed.  I found

the exercises beneficial and enjoyed thinking about them afterwards.  It was

like a one-hour day spa for my soul!”

--Sharon Good, Author and Coach, New York, NY, USA

“Thanks for the course – I love it!!!!  I have begun to look at my life in

a whole new way…

Thanks for everything.  You are making a difference in so many

lives…You gave me, HOPE, Hershey.  And without hope, there is nothing.

Thank you.”

--Rita Dirkse, Owner, Jemi Transportation, McKenna, WA, USA

“Hershey, you will never know how much your coaching has made a

difference to me.  Having partners who understand what I am going through

has made my business and life easier.”

--Janice Kalyniuk, Director, JK Administrative Services, Pert, Australia



”Thank you for your wise counsel and positive energy!  I now stop to

think and appreciate what’s going right in my life, while coming up with

fresh solutions to old problems.”

--Sheila Hara, Translator, Gifu, Japan

“That is the real positive about this course – it forces me everyday to

think about what would make ME happy.”

--Tonja Jordan, Education Coordinator, Raleigh, NC USA

“There has been a definite improvement in my life as a direct result of

taking your course, and your daily ANEWISMS.  I continue to go back and

relearn things…and integrate them into my life.”

--Business Owner, WA, USA

“Hershey Weir presents a powerful seminar.  She conveys her

knowledge of Japan/US communication styles and culture persuasively and

in an easy-to-understand fashion.  Better than all of my years to textbook

learning.”

--Eiji Ogino, Systems Researcher, Japan

“Hershey Wier brought home the point that all people want to be

treated honestly, fairly and respectfully, not just personal relationships, but

in business relationships as well.  Her seminar has prompted me to rethink

the way we do business.”

--S. Miki, Sales Team Leader, Osaka, Japan



“Thank you so much for taking the time to write directly to me with

your wonderful support and suggestions.  I am really touched by your

sincerity and diligence toward helping others.”

--Jenny Leigh, Singer and Songwriter, Lexington, KY, USA

“Your ANEWISMS helped me to realize that I needed to take a new

step in my life.  I really appreciate your coaching via the ANEWISMS.”

--Kari Miyano, Mother, Osaka, Japan

“WOW! I like that it addresses not only personal goals and dreams and

transitions, but also issues in the workplace.”

--Nancy Sampson-Bach, Product Development, Schaumberg, IL, USA

Research shows that it takes 21 days to form a habit.

Through my PRIVATE CLIENT Coaching or my GROUP Coaching you

can traverse three distinct levels of development, and I offer them to you

through three separate courses:

DREAM

CREATE

and SUCCEED

Each course lasts 28 days – 7 more than it takes to form a habit, good

or bad.

28 days that will change your life forever.



Here are some easy questions to ask yourself:

• How do you greet your friends when you meet them?

• Do you remember what your partner said to you before

you parted this morning?  Do you remember what they

were wearing?

• Do you talk to one another at the dinner table?

• When was the last time someone asked you why you’re

always smiling and so happy?

• Do you sleep well, and long enough?

• Do you have you fears and worries sufficiently under

control?

If you answered these questions honestly, is there a big neon sign

flashing in your head right now, that reads:

URGENT ATTENTION REQUIRED

Jo Parfitt reviewed DREAM in the Weekly Telegraph (UK).

“Perfect For Anyone Wanting To Make A Change!

Dream…is a four-week course that is perfect for anyone who

wants to feel renewed, inspired and ready to reclaim identity and

spirit.  The course works well, and is simple to understand.  It does

not preach, instead it gently leads...you can unlock your past and

find your future…regaining your personal power…of great use to

anyone looking to make a change…”

Put a value on your happiness.



How much is it worth to you to live the life you’ve always believed you

were meant to lead?  Try and place a dollar sign over your heart.  Is

$1,000,000 too little, too much?  What price indeed is the cost of success?

As a PRIVATE CLIENT you’ll pay $495 for each powerfully up-lifting,

invigorating and healing ANEWIST course – with me, Hershey Wier, as your

personal, always at your side, coach, guide and counselor.

As a GROUP CLIENT you’ll pay only $295…

And now, for everyone unable to come forward in-person and share

their lives with me up close and intimately, or as part of a close-knit and

supportive group – subscribe to my interactive online group e-course

for only $110.

The Interactive Online Group E-Course:

Everyday, for 28 days, you will receive e-mails from me.  In

those e-mails you’ll find directions, suggestions, inter-active

questions, techniques and actions for you to follow or perform at

your discretion and pace.

Whether you spend 30 minutes a day or 3 hours a day

performing and realizing all the self-actuating benefits packed

into each session is entirely up to you.

Where you spend each e-course session – in the kitchen,

bedroom, living room, office, bathroom, or wherever else you can

get comfortable, feel relaxed, at peace, and concentrate – is

again, entirely up to you.



We’ll be in constant contact, and you’ll have ample

opportunity to ask me questions and receive my answers.

It’s your life, your future – Grab it now!

Register Now For The Next ANEWIST

Interactive Online Group E-Course…

(CLICK HERE NOW ICON)

Don’t hesitate for a moment to take back your life.

 Now is the time when your life should be a dream, and your

dreams your life.

(CONTACT ME NOW ICON)

I offer you my personal, unconditional guarantee that under my

guidance and instruction and with your full participation and unfailing effort

you will see a new, exciting and beautiful day dawning in your life.

Take my hand, walk with me, and I will show you the fountain of

happiness that is still in your heart, and together we will set your millions of

smiles free.

I look forward to hearing from you soon…and just as soon you will

have a life ANEW!



With Love and Tenderness, Strength and Happiness,

(Your Signature Here)

P.S.   Businesses and corporations have also benefited dramatically

from the ANEWIST philosophy and approach!

The ANEWIST Group Coaching Program For Corporate Team

Building And Organizational Development is an extremely effective way

to pump new life into your company’s tired corridors.

In fact, this program is guaranteed to lift your company to its feet --

revitalized, focused, producing – and geared for success.

P.P.S.  Inquire now about the ANEWIST Group Coaching

Program For Corporate Team Building And Organizational

Development by contacting me right now (CLICK HERE ICON) -- and I will

provide all your employees with a FREE one-year subscription to the

ANEWIST Newsletter! – just for inquiring!


